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ABSTRACT: We report a study of 1,4-benzenedimethanethiol (BDMT)
adsorption on the (111) surface of the noble metals Au, Ag, and Cu performed
from the vapor phase by ion scattering. The better known case of BDMT on the
Au(111) surface is used for comparison. Ion scattering carried out in the forward
direction to detect both scattering and recoiling atoms allowed us to delineate the
two main different film configurations: with both S atoms attached to the surface
and with S exposed at the vacuum interface. The experiments were carried out at
room temperature (RT) and around 250 K. At RT we found that a monolayer of
standing-up molecules can be formed on all of the surfaces at very high exposures,
that is, approaching the Mega Langmuir for Au and Ag. Comparison with
experiments of adsorption of S2 on the Au(111) bare surface allowed us to
estimate that the S content at the BDMT−vacuum interface is ∼0.3 of a
monolayer. The adsorption at lower temperatures has two main effects: it
enhances the sticking coefficient and results in the formation of a multilayer at lower exposures. The discrimination of the mono-
versus the multilayer film formation with the ion scattering technique is discussed. Once the multilayer is formed, the increase of
the surface temperature to 270 K is sufficient to obtain a monolayer with spectral features that are similar to those obtained at RT
with much higher exposures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dithiol films deposited on metallic surfaces are promising
systems for developing sensors and for other applications in
molecular electronics or material nanostructuring.1−19 In these
systems, the thiol-exposed termination should allow deposition
of other metals or molecules, or the growth of other films
tailored for specific applications. In most of the cases studied up
to now, the dithiol films are grown by dipping an already
prepared surface in a solution containing the dithiol of interest.
This method results in well-ordered systems for Au surfaces
when the appropriate solvent and preparation is used;20−24

however, for more reactive surfaces, a vacuum approach might
be desirable to obtain cleaner film−substrate interfaces or to
avoid modification of the thiol termination due to exposure to
other molecules or light in the subsequent processes.
In the vapor approach,25−27 a clean surface prepared and

maintained under UHV conditions is exposed to the vapors of
the corresponding dithiol, which is often contained in glass and
separated from the vacuum chamber through a leak valve that
allows precise dosifications (exposures). In the case of dithiols,
the vapor pressures are typically lower than for single
(equivalent) thiols, making the experiment more difficult
because it requires a more critical purification of the dithiol,

saturation of all of the vacuum parts (i.e., repeated exposures),
and higher temperatures in all parts exposed to the dithiols to
avoid condensation. Besides this, there is the very important
question of whether the molecule will adopt the standing-up or
SAM (self-assembled monolayer) configuration, that is, the
desirable one, or a configuration with both S atoms bonded to
the surface (a lying-down configuration).
At present, there are many experiments for Au surfaces

exposed to alkanethiol vapor showing the multistep growth
behavior, where well-defined phases of lying-down molecules
are formed first and then a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of
standing-up molecules develops that covers the surface
completely. When the same approach is applied to dithiols, a
more controversial behavior is obtained; that is, the quality of
the corresponding SAM, the molecule orientation, the single
versus the multilayer formation, and the mechanism by which
the molecule may stand up are still subjects of debate.25−41

Replacing the alkane chains by benzene (benzenedimethane-
thiol, BDMT) results in better ordered films or at least films
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with a higher sulfur content at the film−vacuum interface
(thiol-terminated film).20−25 For BDMT on Au, NEXAFS
experiments indicate that the molecules stand up at high
exposures, forming an angle of ∼24° with respect to the surface
normal.23

Measurements for the same system, produced by the vapor
phase assembly, carried out in our setup with ion spectroscopy
also indicated that a high fraction of the molecules are in a
configuration having S at the vacuum interface.26 To attain this
saturation condition, very high exposures, near 106 L, are
required. To characterize those films, we used direct recoil
spectroscopy (DRS) working with time-of-flight analysis
(TOF), which is extremely sensitive to the outermost layer,
as it allows detection of all of the elements including H and at
standard conditions creates undetectable damage on the films.
In this Article, we apply this technique to extend the previous
study on Au to the adsorption of BDMT on more reactive
substrates (Ag(111), Cu(111), and Cu(100)) and to investigate
the effect of lowering the surface temperature in the adsorption
process.
For Ag, the adsorption configuration is not known, and it has

been suggested that depending on the type of alkane chain
attached to the benzene molecule and the concentration, the
dithiol may adsorb with both S atoms bonded to the surface or
in a standing-up configuration.42 For BDMT on Cu clusters, it
was also found that there is a preferential adsorption
configuration with both S atoms bonded to two Cu atoms,
and that this strong bonding can be used to form ordered
molecular nanostructures.43 The vapor phase approach
combined with TOF-DRS characterization in situ allows us to
study the adsorption stages from very low exposures where the
lying-down configuration tends to dominate. We show that for
both Ag(111) and Cu surfaces it is indeed possible to obtain a
S-terminated film at very high exposures, similar to the case of
Au, which is also presented for comparison. For both Cu
surfaces studied, the S-terminated film is observed at lower
exposures than for Au and Ag.
We also show that by decreasing the sample temperature

from RT to ∼250 K, it is possible to obtain a S-terminated film
at much lower exposures in all surfaces studied, but consisting
of multilayer films. We discuss how we can differentiate the
single from the multilayer film by analyzing the multi-scattering
contributions from the substrate. Finally, we studied the
stability of the multilayer film with the surface temperature and
the scattering features of the monolayer film resulting from a
mild annealing to RT.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experiments were carried out in a UHV chamber with
facilities for film growth and in situ characterization by TOF-
DRS.26 All of the surfaces were prepared by cycles of 1 keV Ar
sputtering and annealing at temperatures between 750 and 850
K, and then characterized in both cleanliness and surface order
by TOF-DRS. In TOF-DRS, the samples are bombarded by a
pulsed beam of a few keV Ar+ ions at different incidence angles
(here indicated with respect to the surface plane). A time-of-
flight analysis of the primary recoiled target atoms and of the
quasi-single scattered (SS) projectile atoms is then performed
by using a detector (Channel electron multiplier) placed at the
end of a 0.96 m long time-of-flight drift tube set at 45° with
respect to the incidence beam direction. At the scattered
energies (some keV energy range), both neutral and ion
scattered particles are detected with similar sensitivity, thus

avoiding uncertainties due to the electron exchange processes
that can take place at the surface.
Figure 1 shows a typical set of spectra for clean Ag(111)

taken at a polar angle of 20° and along different azimuthal

orientations. The spectra are comprised of mainly two peaks
corresponding to Ar scattered from Ag and recoiled Ag atoms.
The assignment of peaks in these spectra is based on simple
calculation of collision kinematics.44 The absence of C and H
structures at the left side of the Ar scattering peak indicates a
very clean surface (with a typical sensitivity of better than 1%
monolayer44). In keV ion-surface scattering, a compact surface
like the Ag(111) presents strong shadowing effects during both
the incoming and the outgoing trajectories, manifesting as
strong variations in the intensity of the TOF spectral features
with incidence and observation angles.44 These shadowing and
focusing effects are responsible for the appearance and
disappearance of the Ag recoil peak at specific azimuths, as
shown in Figure 1. In the following, recoil peaks are labeled as
X DR peaks, where X indicates the surface atom, Ag, Cu, H,
etc., and DR stands for direct recoil, that is, recoils generated in
quasi single collisions with the incident projectile.37 For the
cases of Au and Cu, the Ar scattering peak and the recoiling
peaks present similar shadowing effects compatible with the
similar surface symmetry, and the larger (Au) or smaller (Cu)
shadow cones.
The BDMT powder (from Sigma Aldrich Argentina, 98%),

initially contained in a vacuum sealed glass tube, is degassed
and heated to about 85 °C, and the vapors are introduced into
the UHV chamber via a leak valve and a 1/4” stainless steel
tube running from the leak valve to 3 cm from the sample, all
maintained at the same temperature and saturated with the
BDMT vapor. For characterization of the adsorption kinetics,
after each exposure, a TOF-DRS spectrum is taken immediately
(within seconds) in situ. The low intensity of the pulsed beam
(<10−12 A for a few minutes) results in negligible damage of the
adsorbed layer, allowing one to follow with great detail the
adsorption kinetics from sub-Langmuir to Mega Langmuir

Figure 1. Set of TOF-DRS spectra taken along different Ag azimuths
with 4.2 keV Ar+ ions. The polar incidence angle is maintained fixed at
20° with respect to the surface plane. The azimuth variation between
consecutive spectra is ∼3°. Ag recoils are observed around azimuths
where the interatomic distance is larger [2 ̅11]. The absence of other
peaks is characteristic of a clean surface.
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exposures. The absence of damage is checked by taking many
spectra (more than 10) after a particular exposure and verifying
that all spectra look alike, that is, that there is no change in the
spectral features, in both the general shape and the ratio of the
recoiling intensities. To observe changes induced by the ion
bombardment, we need to switch to continuous beam mode,
which increases the ion current more than 2 orders of
magnitude.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Adsorption of BDMT on Ag(111) at Room

Temperature, Comparison to Au(111). In refs 24−26, it
was shown that the adsorption of BDMT on Au(111) from the
vapor phase proceeds in at least two steps. Initially, it forms a
layer with the molecules lying parallel to the surface, that is,
with both S atoms bonded to the substrate. Next, at very high
exposures, it forms a more compact layer with molecules
oriented more perpendicular to the surface, exposing S at the
vacuum interface, which can come from a thiol termination or a
S−S bonding. The set of TOF-DRS spectra shown in Figures
2−4 and discussed below shows that BDMT on Ag(111)

presents a similar adsorption behavior. To visualize this, we
start by analyzing the spectra taken with Ar ions at 20°
incidence (Figure 2). At this angle of incidence, for the lower
exposures we observe the H and C recoiling peaks appearing,
an attenuation and shift of the Ar scattering peak due to
multiple scattering involving both molecules and the substrate
atoms, and a strong attenuation of the Ag recoiling peak (but
not complete disappearance). No clear indication of S can be
observed at this stage.
The intensity and shape of the C peak change with azimuthal

orientation in a larger degree than those corresponding to the
more ubiquitous H. The C peak is formed by two
contributions, one corresponding to a surface recoil (i.e., a C
atom going first to the surface and then to the detector) and
the true DR (Figure 3).The strong variations in the C peak
suggest that there is an important fraction of the surface that is
ordered at this adsorption stage. The size of the domains and

the quality of the order need to be studied with other more
standard techniques (for example, LEED).
All of these features are consistent with a scattering geometry

where the S atoms are shadowed by the rest of the molecule,
which lies somewhat higher and precludes the outgoing of S
recoils. Upon higher exposures, the shape of the H and C peaks
changes, losing the azimuthal dependence discussed above, and
the Ar peak shifts more toward higher TOFs (lower energies)
due to a reduction of the interaction with the underlying
substrate, but did not vanish completely, while the Ag recoil
peak disappears completely. These changes are the fingerprints
for the evolution toward the standing-up configuration as has
been discussed before for BDMT/Au26 and for single thiol
adsorption on Ag.45 The standing-up configuration should be
characterized by a clear contribution to the scattering features
coming from S atoms lying at the film−vacuum interface. At
20°, this contribution appears as a shoulder at the right side of
the Ar multiple scattering peak that is due to Ar scattering from
S atoms. The S recoil peak is right below the Ar scattering peak
and therefore is not discriminated. To enhance the sensitivity of
the technique to the top layer, we show spectra taken at more
grazing angles (5°), where penetration of the layer is strongly
reduced. At this condition, both the S recoil peak and the
scattering of Ar off S are clearly observed (Figure 4). For
comparison, this figure also shows the spectra corresponding to
Au(111).
The growth kinetics on Au and Ag presents differences; that

is, the onset for detecting the S features in Au takes place at
lower exposures than on Ag. This is clearly evidenced in Figure
4; the spectrum measured on Au for 4 kL already presents
some contribution of Ar scattering from S (main feature of the
standing-up phase), while on that for Ag, taken at higher
exposures (48 kL), this contribution is still absent. This
suggests that the mechanism for going from the lying-down
phase to the standing-up phase occurs with a higher probability
on Au than in Ag. This could be because of stronger interaction
of S with Ag and possibly different barrier heights in the
reaction involving chemisorbed S of the lying-down molecule
and incoming molecules as discussed, for example, in the

Figure 2. TOF-DRS spectra for Ag(111) at different BDMT
exposures. Sample is at RT.

Figure 3. TOF-DRS spectra measured at 20° incidence and along
different azimuths for Ag(111) covered with BDMT molecules having
both S atoms bonded to the surface (lying-down phase). The
variations in the C peak are an indication of surface ordering.
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hydrogen exchange reaction22,27,28 proposed by some of us
earlier.
An important question that remains open for BDMT films

grown on noble metals from the vapor phase is how much S (or
thiol) is present at the molecule−vacuum interface, or what is
the fraction of the surface covered with the standing-up phase.
Quantifying the S at the interface is a difficult task, even for
XPS.25 As far as we know, no STM images were published for
vacuum growth. For solution deposition on Au, a mixture of
single and double layers was observed41 with STM at ambient
conditions, although more recent data show production of a full
standing phase using specific preparation procedures and other
types of measurements.20,23 Here, we address this point by
comparing the TOF-DRS spectra for pure S and for BDMT
deposition on Au(111) (Figure 5).
The spectra are comparable between them in the sense that

they were taken with the same geometry and were normalized

to the clean surface spectrum taken before each deposition. The
bottom spectrum is for the BDMT SAM (saturation) and was
discussed above. The other spectrum was taken after deposition
of S2 from a solid cell working in UHV as described in refs 47
and 48. The spectrum corresponds to a S coverage of 0.3
monolayer, where a √3 × √3 structure starts to be observed
by LEED.49 At this stage, S still sits above the Au substrate and
is clearly accessed by the Ar projectiles resulting in narrow
recoiling and scattering structures. This is the best system and
condition to compare the scattering from pure S because at
higher exposures some Au atoms move toward the adsorbed
layer forming a more complex phase and the S associated
features become less defined and less intense.48 The same
occurs for S/Ag; an alloy is formed since the beginning of the S
adsorption, and the S scattering features are less intense than
for the Au case shown above.
We see in the figure that the spectrum for BDMT has the C

and H recoiling peaks and that the S associated structures are at
least as intense as the one corresponding to the S/Au case.
They are broader, probably due to some higher disorder in
comparison to the pure S adsorption, or to some contribution
from multiple collisions in the molecular layer. The fast ion
scattering process samples the layer at different instant atom
positions due to the thermal vibrations, and this effect is
expected to be larger for the organic layer than for pure S
adsorption on the metal. A spectrum like the bottom one in
Figure 5 can only be obtained if most of the surface is covered
by the SAM phase (most molecules in standing-up orientation),
indicating also that the S content at the vacuum interface is in
the range of 0.3 monolayer. A coverage similar to the one
obtained in this Article was reported for benzenethiol films
grown on Au(111) from aqueous solution.50

3.2. Adsorption of BDMT on Cu Surfaces at Room
Temperature. The studies of BDMT adsorption on Cu were
performed on two different Cu crystals with orientations (111)
and (100). Here, we present the results of the (111)
orientation. The corresponding TOF-DRS spectra measured
at 5°and at 20° incidence are shown in Figure 6a and b,
respectively. The spectra have the same components as for Ag
or Au; however, the detailed spectrum shape and the evolution
with exposure present some differences. At similar exposures,

Figure 4. TOF-DRS spectra for Au(111) (a) and Ag(111) (b) acquired at 5° incidence and at different BDMT exposures. Note the absence of the S
associated features at low exposures and their clear presence at saturation.

Figure 5. TOF-DRS spectra taken with 4.2 keV Ar+ at 5° incidence for
BDMT/Au(111) (saturation condition, bottom spectrum) and for
∼0.3 monolayer of S deposited on Au(111) to form (√3 × √3)
superstructure as seen by LEED (top spectrum).
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the relative intensities of the peaks are different, and the peaks
become sharper at more grazing angles (2−3° incidence, Figure
6c), which suggests that the SAM packing on Cu is different
from the one on Au. The lack of clear azimuthal dependence
for the SAM phase precludes obtaining ordering information.
The S recoiling and Ar scattering from S peaks, characteristic of
having S exposed to the beam, became observable at a few kL,
more than 1 order of magnitude earlier than for Ag. The
adsorption behavior of BDMT on Cu(100) was similar to the
case of Cu(111). In the specific case of Cu, a point that one
should consider is the possible S segregation from the bulk. We
verified the absence of S at the Cu surface at the beginning of
the BDMT adsorption, that is, after the sputtering and
annealing cycles used for cleaning; however, it is known that
some traces of S can be present in the Cu bulk. If there is
migration of this S to the surface during adsorption, it may
become observable by TOF-DRS and may also change the
reactivity of the surface participating in the formation of the
SAM phase.
3.3. Adsorption of BDMT at 250 K. In this section, we

discuss the effect of lowering the surface temperature to ∼250
K on the BDMT adsorption kinetics. Some considerations

regarding the Ar scattering process in the organic layer are
necessary to interpret the measurements. When the Ar
projectiles move within the standing-up layer without reaching
the substrate, the dominating structures are the recoiling peaks
(H, C, S) plus Ar scattering from S at the vacuum interface.
This situation occurs for the SAM when the Ar incidence angle
is maintained below 6−8°. At higher incidence angles, the
heavy projectile penetrates the organic layer, and the substrate
contribution appears clearly,26 normally involving Ar multiple
collisions, and being the strongest feature. For the initial
adsorption phase, with the molecules lying parallel to the
surface, the Ar projectiles can reach the substrate at all incident
angles, and this Ar scattering contribution dominates the
spectrum even at the more grazing angles. The observation of
Ar scattering from the substrate at high angles (20° incidence)
for the SAM phase and TRIM51 simulations allowed us to
conclude in ref 26 that the Au surface is mainly covered by a
single organic layer, because double or multi layers should
preclude the observation of the Ar multiple scattering peak at
any angle of incidence.
This behavior of the Ar scattering helps to interpret the

growth of BDMT at temperatures lower than RT. In particular,

Figure 6. TOF-DRS spectra for BDMT on Cu(111). (a) Spectra taken at 5° for the clean surface (top), for an intermediate exposure (middle), and
at saturation (bottom). (b,c) Spectrum corresponding to the saturation condition (145 kL) taken at 20° (b) and at 2° (c) incidence.

Figure 7. TOF-DRS spectra for BDMT adsorbed on Ag(111) at 247 K taken at 5° (a) and at 20° (b) incidence.
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we show that when the adsorption is performed at temper-
atures below 260 K, two different effects are observed. First,
there is a strong enhancement of the sticking coefficient, and,
second, a multilayer of BDMT with S (or thiol) exposed at the
vacuum interface is obtained at exposures that are orders of
magnitude lower than the typical exposures required to obtain
the SAM phase in Au or Ag at RT.
To discuss the effects mentioned above, we show in Figure 7

some characteristic spectra for Ag(111) exposed to BDMT
vapors at a substrate temperature of 247 K. First, we note that
at grazing angles the contribution of Ar scattering off the
substrate disappears for exposures of the order of 1 kL. At this
exposure, the three recoiling peaks (H, C, S) and the peak
corresponding to Ar scattering off S are seen clearly (Figure
7a). A similar behavior is observed on the three substrates
investigated. The general shape of the spectra at grazing angles
for the monolayer obtained at RT (Figure 4) and for the layer
obtained at 247 K differ in the relative intensity of the peaks, as
the S associated peaks are smaller than the H and C recoiling
peaks (in comparison to the monolayer case). This can be an

indication of a disordered multilayer with less S exposed to the
vacuum than when the SAM is formed at RT. The spectra at
20° incidence are now very similar to the grazing ones, except
for the different C to H ratio. Here, the Ar multiple scattering
peak (from substrate) observed at low exposures also
disappears (Figure 7b), indicating that the layer is thicker
than 2 monolayers, according to TRIM simulations of ref 26.
Further exposures probably increase the thickness of the layer,
but the shape of the spectra is maintained without additional
changes. The difference in the relative intensity of the recoil
peaks observed at RT and at 250 K suggests that the thick layer
has a different geometry, but these measurements alone are not
sufficient to determine if there is any order at all in the
multilayer or to estimate its thickness.
The increase in the adsorption kinetics and the general

trends are better seen in the variation of the intensity of the
characteristic peaks versus exposure, as shown in Figures 8, 9,
and 10 for Ag, Au, and Cu, respectively, at low and at RT. All of
the measurements were performed at 20° incidence. In these
figures, we plot (i) the area of the C and substrate recoil peak,

Figure 8. Recoiling and scattering intensities as a function of BDMT exposure as described in the text for Ag at 247 K and at RT. Note that the
exposures scales are different.

Figure 9. Recoiling and scattering intensities as a function of BDMT exposure for Au at 248 K and at RT.
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(ii) the area of the Ar scattering off S peak, and (iii) the height
of the Ar scattering off substrate peak. For the latter, we show
the peak height because this structure extends continuously
toward lower TOF and superposes with other multiple
scattering contributions of very low energy, so their height is
better representative of the process.
At the beginning of the adsorption process, the Ar peak

corresponds to single scattering from the substrate and then
changes into multiple scattering from substrate and organic
layer. The transition is indicated in the figure with a dashed
line. To show better the dependence on exposure, we plot these
intensities in log scale; here, the first point corresponds to the
clean surface and was set arbitrarily at 10−2 L. From the
evolution of the different structures, we can propose the
following adsorption scheme: First, a monolayer of lying-down
molecules is formed faster at 250 K than at RT for all of the
systems. The point of formation of this layer is characterized by
the rapid change of substrate DR intensities. The exposure
range at which this phase is formed is between 0.1 and 10 L,
depending on the substrate. At this stage, the Ar scattering from
substrate is clearly present and some substrate atom emission

still can be observed (except for Cu). The fingerprint for this
phase is that no S is detected. From this point, the transition
toward the multiple layer with increasing exposure (and flux of
molecules) depends on the substrate: in Ag there is no change
for near 2 orders of magnitudes, indicating that this lying-down
phase is very stable at both temperatures investigated. The
constant behavior observed for all of the components at low
temperature suggests that almost no molecules are added to the
system in this exposure range. In Au and in Cu there is a
shallow dependence on exposure starting already at a few L for
low temperatures and at higher exposures for RT, suggesting
that a fraction of molecules continuously stand up, which is
corroborated by the fact that S from the interface starts to be
detected. This process is accompanied by incorporation of
molecules in the layer. The onset for multilayer formation at
low temperature is clearly evidenced in Ag by the sharp
disappearance of the Ar−Ag peak around 1 kL, which coincides
with the sudden appearance of the S peak. In Au this onset
takes place at lower exposures, around 200 L. No evidence of a
stable SAM (as a single layer) was found for the three
substrates. In the cases of Cu, formation of the multilayer is

Figure 10. Recoiling and scattering intensities as a function of BDMT exposure for Cu at 247 K and at RT.

Figure 11. Evolution of TOF-DRS spectra for BDMT on (a) Au(111), (b) Ag(111), and (c) Cu(111) around the temperature for multilayer
desorption.
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accompanied by a strong decrease of the C and S peaks; this is
less evident in Au and not observed in Ag. We attribute this
effect to different thickness in the multilayer. The complete
vanishing of the Ar-substrate contribution at large incident
angle (20°) is the TOF feature that best describes the
multilayer formation; note that at RT the S contribution is
seen without vanishing of the Ar peak, which is the
characteristic feature of the single monolayer (SAM).
Formation of BDMT multilayer films from the vapor phase is

possible only for temperatures lower than 250 K. These films
are stable up to temperatures of 265−270 K, where desorption
of the multilayer takes place very rapidly. To investigate the
multilayer desorption, we heated the “in situ” grown films with
a filament located behind the sample holder, taking care of
running a current on the filament that was too low to generate
electron emission. Spectra measured for the three substrates are
shown in Figure 11, all taken at 20° incidence. All of the
samples were prepared with exposures of several kL, and
verifying that the saturation condition was obtained, this means
that further exposures did not produce any change in the
spectra. In the temperature range between 265 and 270 K, the
spectra change, the contribution to Ar scattering off the
substrate appears clearly in the cases of Au and Ag, less intense
in the case of Cu, and these reflected back fluxes also increase
the emission of C and H recoils. This desorption process is
accompanied by an increase in the chamber pressure. After
desorption of the multilayer, the spectra at both grazing and
large incidence angles become stable up to around 350 K and
similar to those measured for the monolayer at RT. Similar to
the behavior reported for BDMT/Au,26 above 350 K the S
features characteristic of a standing-up phase change, indicating
a reordering of the layer in all of the substrates and
approximately at the same temperature. The main conclusion
of this section is that by performing the adsorption at 250 K
plus heating afterward to reach RT, one can obtain the SAM
phase at a much lower exposure, therefore avoiding the hassles
in the vacuum system produced by Mega Langmuir pressures of
dithiols.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the adsorption of BDMT on the (111) surface of
Ag, Au, and Cu at RT and at 250 K. Two film conditions were
identified at RT by TOF-DRS: a lying-down molecule
configuration for low exposures, where both S atoms are
attached to the substrate precluding scattering from them, and
the SAM condition where the molecules are standing up,
having one S atom exposed in the film−vacuum interface. Thus,
our study clearly shows that standing-up SAMs with S atoms at
the SAM−vacuum interface can be made by vapor phase
adsorption. The final spectra for Ag are very similar to those
studied before for Au(111), while on Cu some differences in
the scattering features suggest that the molecule packing is
different but still having the S exposed in the interface at high
BDMT exposures.
Comparison with S2 adsorption on Au indicates that the

amount of S exposed to the vacuum interface is around 0.3
monolayer, that is, comparable to the S coverage in the √3 ×
√3 superstructure of the S/Au(111) system and to that
obtained for benzenethiol films.50 When the surface temper-
ature is lowered to ∼250 K, the adsorption kinetics is enhanced
starting with the formation of a first monolayer of lying-down
molecules, followed by the formation of a multilayer. At this
final condition, S can also be detected at the vacuum interface.

The multilayer desorption occurs in the range of 265−270 K
for the three substrates, leaving a monolayer film that has
scattering features that are similar to those of the monolayer of
BDMT formed at RT. The advantage of this procedure is that
the vapor pressure required to form the films is orders of
magnitude smaller than that at RT.
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